
GUI Timers – Making things happen at a regular interval 

The GUI’s we’re working with are what are called “event driven.”  This means that you don’t 

write a program loop that runs everything…effectively that is done for you.  Part of the code that 

Visual C# writes for you as you create your GUI is this program loop.  What that loop does for 

you is keep track of important events and when one occurs, it calls the associated handler. 

The beauty of an event driven system is that I no longer have to figure out how to tell if an event 

happens, the system does that for me.  All I have to do is write the handlers for the events I care 

about.  This is really cool, but does raise a question: if the only code I can write responds to 

events how can I make sure something happens on a regular basis? 

For instance, suppose my game has a count-down timer that shows the number of seconds left.  

How do I ensure something happens on a regular time interval (in this case every second)? 

Timers to the rescue!  What is a timer?  SOOOO glad you asked!    A timer is nothing more 

than a GUI control that you can drag onto your GUI in the design window that creates a regular 

(timed) event.  All you need to do is drag the timer control onto your window, set its properties, 

and create a handler for it.  One of the properties you will set for the timer is its “tick” 

interval…how often (the frequency of) the tick event. Easy peasy.  :)  

We are going to create a GUI that starts a timer when you click a button.  The timer will be used 

to display a count of seconds that have passed.  We’ll use a label to display the seconds.  So our 

GUI is going to use: 

1. A button 

2. A label 

3. A timer (set to “tick” every second) 

We will use the “button clicked” event to start the timer. 

We will use the timer “ticked” event to count the passing seconds update the label text to show 

the current count of seconds.  
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Here we go!   

1. Create a new Windows Form Application project 

o Name it GUItimer 

2. Drag a timer control onto the GUI 

o You can find it in the Components section of the Toolbox 

o Notice it appears below the GUI in a separate section of the Design panel 

3. Open the Properties panel 

o Make sure the properties list is shown (list icon at top of panel) 

o Change the name of the timer to secondCountTimer (all one word) 

o Select the Interval event: 

 The Interval is the amount of time that passes before the timer control “ticks” … 

just like a clock ticks.  With a timer you get to say how often the timer ticks…or 

the frequency of the timer tick. 

 Notice the description of the Interval property: frequency is in milliseconds 

 Go online and figure out what milliseconds means … how many milliseconds 

are there in one second? 

 By the way, milliseconds is abbreviated ms … 100 milliseconds is 100ms 

o Make sure the Enabled property is false 

 This will make sure the timer won’t start running right away when you start the program 

 We will start the timer when the button is clicked… 

 In other words, the timer tick event won’t start happening until we enable the timer 
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4. Now add the button and the label: 

o Button: 

o Name: startButton 

o Text: Start 

o Label:  

o Name: secondsLabel 

o Text: 0 seconds 

o Font size: 26 
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5. Add the “button clicked” event handler to start the timer: 

o Double-click on the button control in the Design panel … the code window opens 

o Add code to the button clicked handler to start the timer: 

secondCountTimer.Start(); 
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6. Now add the timer tick code to count and display the passing seconds… 

7. Double click on the secondCountTimer control in the Design panel 

o This will create the handler for the secondCountTimer tick event 

o Notice the code window opens and the cursor is inside the “timer tick” event handler ... 

o Notice the name of the event handler method: secondCountTimer _Tick 

8. We will now add code to count the second that just passed and display the count: 

o Remember that we set the timer to tick every 1000ms (once every second) 

o We need a variable to hold the seconds counter … it will be an int 

 This counter can’t be part of the event handler because we need to keep track of it 

from tick to tick… 

 We will put it in the Form1 class outside of the event handlers 

 Create the second count variable: 

o Add the following code just after the opening curly brace of the Form1 class: 

int secondCounter; 

 We need to “initialize” the variable. Do this in the constructor for the class: 

o The class constructor is the “public Form1()” method 

o Add the following line of code at the end of the class constructor 

secondCounter = 0; 

 Now add the code to count the timer tick and display the count: 

o The class constructor is the “public Form1()” method 

o Add the following lines of code at the end of the class constructor: 

secondCounter++;  

secondsLabel.Text = secondCounter + " seconds"; 
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9. Now run your program! 


